Local Electronics Company Cleared Of Hazardous Substance

A local Brisbane based electronics company had Asbestos Removal experts Asbestos Eliminator clear out cancer causing asbestos from their building.

May 13, 2019 (FPRC) -- A local electronics company have recently had Asbestos Removal Experts - Asbestos Eliminator rebuild their entire building. The building was laden with cancer causing asbestos. "It was an honour serving a local legend" said director Jake.

Experts state that ‘disturbing findings show that, despite repeated warnings, Australians are still not protecting themselves from asbestos-related diseases". This study of around 860 individuals who had recently completed a DIY renovation, found that 61% stated that they had been exposed. Alarmingly, more than 20% stated that their children had been exposed. Don’t become a statistic!

The removal of asbestos from a property is covered by strict government regulation and code of practice that identifies the removal requirements and specifications for asbestos removal. If you are unaware of this code then that is a sure sign that you shouldn’t think about removing it yourself! It is important that you understand the need to engage a qualified and licensed professional, such as Asbestos Eliminator to look after the removal process for you.

A licensed professional will have the necessary qualifications, training and insurance to ensure you are protected. In addition to the regulatory requirements a licensed professional will have the necessary tools and experience to remove it safely, effectively and efficiently.

The process in removing asbestos is not as simple as chucking it into a rubbish tip. Once identified a professional will utilise high level safety equipment, carefully remove the asbestos and then action safe disposal of it.

Asbestos Eliminator has the necessary qualifications, expertise and experience in managing the entire asbestos removal process. Our integrated experience ensures we can identify, remove and dispose of the asbestos safely and effectively.

Contact Information
For more information contact Jake Zangera of Asbestos Eliminator (http://https://asbestoseliminator.com.au/)
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